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Bill – Protector
You’re the type of person that others select

To supervise, Oversee
Watch & Protect

They know that You’d go to great lengths to defend
Anyone in your charge

Whether stranger of friend
People feel safe

When they’re under your wing
For the security

That you so gladly bring

~ KIDS’ STORIES OF POP ~

Pop and I shared a birthday, and I always loved both of us rushing 
to see who could say happy birthday first on our birthday calls. As 
kids, we would run wild around the house and dig through pop’s 
shed, he would always fake being annoyed but secretly would love 
it and smile cheekily after.  I was always so happy and excited when 
pop would let me drive the lawnmower with him - he technically 
taught me to drive! 

~ Ruby Schultz

My trips to Wangaratta as a child are full of fond memories of 
Pop. Whether he was showing us how to hit golf balls out of the 
shed, teaching us to drive on the lawn mower, or trying not to get 
bitten by Elliot the alpaca when giving him some stale bread, there 
was never a dull moment with him. Spending time with Pop is 
something I’ll always cherish. 

~ Nicholas  Schultz

One of my favourite memories of Pop was watching him chop 
wood in his slippers. He taught me everything there is to know 
when it comes to chopping wood and making fires. Whether it was 
him getting annoyed with Elliot the alpaca, or hearing him snore 
from down the hallway, he always made my day better when I was 
around him. Pop will forever be the essence of love and compassion 
to me. 

~ Harry  Schultz 

Of pop’s later years, what I will remember most is the endless 
stories he told while at St John’s, these would range from who was 
playing cricket, in the middle of winter, to what he saw outside 
his window. I will never forget his appetite for sweet treats as we 
would frequently find large collections of lollies in his drawers. 

~ Callum  Schultz

What I will remember about pop is how much he spoiled us when 
we were with him, I used to love going to nan and pops house 
because it was so fun. We used to go fishing, feed Elliot the alpaca, 
build forts, drive the ride-on mower and anything else we wanted. 
I used to also go to the footy at Moyhu every week with nan and 
pop because they used to let me get lollies from the canteen that 
Mum would never allow me to have.  

~ Mitchell  Schultz

What I loved about pop was how excited he was when we used to 
go and see him at St John’s. He used to call me Cobber. His best 
story was when we visited his window during COVID and he said 
he saw a UFO outside and it was coming for him. He always cared 
about us and always asked how Football or cricket went.   

~ Angus  Schultz



Arnold William John Schultz
31st May 1934 ~ 15th May 2021

BillBill
Bill’s family wish to thank you for your presence here today. They are especially grateful to their friends, family 

and community for all the love and support they have received during this difficult time. 

A warm invitation is extended to join them for light refreshments in the Memories Room following the service.
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